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but if science is not the answer, what is? perhaps the answer is as pollan himself suggests, that we get back to
basics. not in some kind of primitive, pre-civilized, pre-scientific, pre-industrial world, but in a world where culture

is still important in determining what people eat. while science might provide the baseline assumptions of what our
bodies need to be healthy, it also leaves a lot to chance. food, in other words, is still heavily influenced by culture,
which is why traditional food is eaten in the mediterranean countries as a way of maintaining a stable body and

stable environment. in the same way, the ability to provide for a stable body and stable environment is the
function of culture. the trobriand islanders have little in the way of automobiles and yet they depend on fishing for

their livelihood. the americans have automobiles and yet they choose to purchase their food out of cars. the
industrial revolution required a complete transformation of the way we eat and the role of culture in food

production. the industrial revolution also lead to the specialization of food production, as we seek out foods that
are more convenient and more affordable. analagous to a natural environment, a human landscape is the product

of a history of human activity. humans are, of course, remarkably good at altering the world. in a traditional
landscape, land is only partially developed; only a few plants and animals are in the wild. in a modified landscape,

a majority of the topographic, ecological, and economic resources are managed by humans. in a modern
landscape, humans have eliminated the natural landscape altogether. human-made landscapes are often called

agrarian. a pastoral landscape is that produced by the cultivation of food crops such as corn, wheat, and soybeans.
a new landscape type is that of the agro-ecological farm, which is created when human beings, as they encroach
into a wilderness, keep the animals, natural vegetation, and cultural resources. at first, they encounter a natural

landscape, but as they develop their enterprise, this changes and becomes a modified landscape. the home range
is the area where a wild animal moves for day-to-day activities. it is a patch of habitat, usually determined by food

resources and predators. the home range landscape is the territory where the wild animal sleeps, breeds, and
raises young. the domestic landscape is the area where humans develop their home, live and farm. this is the land
where we are surrounded by human-made elements, like houses and fences. in a traditional rural landscape, the

home range landscape is separated from the domestic landscape by a wildland-urban interface. in a modified rural
landscape, the home range landscape is coterminous with the domestic landscape. a productive landscape is the
area where humans are able to access wild and domestic resources needed for human purposes. in a modified

landscape, this is the land where the resources are managed to produce food, fuel, fibre, and animal products. the
knowledge landscape is the area of the landscape that is occupied by human beings, from the standpoint of
learning or education. in a modified landscape, this is the area where humans can access information, make

decisions, access knowledge, and take action. these are the areas where humans develop their enterprise and
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become what we know as civilization. the traditional landscape is that which exists before the advent of humans.
in a traditional landscape, there is a wildland-urban boundary. in a modified landscape, this is eliminated and

humans and nature are coterminous. the wildland is the rest of the world, which is not humanized or cultivated in a
certain sense. the urban is that which is developed by humans, a concept that is a bit different than the idea of an

urban society. in a modified landscape, humans are located in urban areas, but they are not entirely separated
from the wild. it is the area where natural resources are harvested, managed, and used by humans. these areas

are separated from the remainder of the landscape by a wildland-urban interface. finally, an ecological landscape
is that which exists after the advent of humans. in a modified landscape, humans and natural resources are

coterminous.
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the early agricultural revolution was a slow, gradual process, and it did not achieve its full potential until the time
of the neolithic revolution, which began approximately 8,000 years ago. the long-term effects of this revolution

were to slow the growth of population, eliminate the need for foraging, provide a surplus of food, and make
farming more accessible to more people (smith, 2006). although evidence of this agricultural revolution is

widespread, its earliest impact was the development of permanent villages and the creation of larger social
hierarchies. the most notable example of the neolithic revolution is the development of modern civilization in the

middle east and the subsequent spread of agriculture to eurasia and africa. by 3,500 years ago, the first cities
emerged, and by 2,000 years later, the majority of the world’s population lived in cities (smith, 2006). the neolithic
revolution also contributed to the development of more centralized political authority, the rise of writing, and the

development of the family and the state. the proof, of course, lies in the pudding. there are two ways of explaining
why people might prefer lumps of sugar to honey. the first is to note that honey is not the same as sugar. to be

blunt, it is not in fact, the same kind of stuff. honey does not have the same basic molecular makeup as sugar. the
same thing can be said of virtually all types of food. some foods are just too different from each other to eat or

drink together. the second explanation is that the difference in taste is due to an aesthetic sensibility. honey has a
distinctively sweet taste that is deeply satisfying; sugar is more neutral, and so it has the potential to offend.

without social traditions and cultural affordances like potlatches and fast food, it is difficult to see that we might
begin to make sense of these choices. without that understanding, we might simply say that people are fools. but
they are not fools. we are not fools. the changes to our food systems are not anomalies or aberrant exceptions.

they are an extension of the habits and practices that have shaped the world since the invention of the commodity
market. they have become a defining characteristic of modern life. 5ec8ef588b
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